Always
Optimal
Enabling the Financial
Services Sector to optimize
at lightning speed

What really matters in Financial
Services is being better at predicting
the future, preparing for it, being
better placed to profit from it,
and, of course, mitigating its risks

To do that you need to
ask more complex questions
and leverage the power of
combinatorial optimization to
gain faster insights and make
better decisions. Fujitsu can transform
your capabilities now at lightning
speed to ensure that your business
is Always Optimal in a rapidly
changing Financial Sector.

The use-cases are endless
Here are just four:

General insurance providers can get know more
about their existing and potential customers, model
products and services together with risk and price
to innovate and engage with a wider range of
customers in a highly competitive marketplace.

A specialist insurer can offer a client with complex
needs a much better-balanced product offering
based on a deeper analysis of an array of risk
priorities associated with a multi-faceted project and
create a winning deal that’s priced competitively.

Portfolio managers can maximize returns whilst
minimizing risk faster and with greater accuracy by
running more complex models more often to add a
critical dimension to decision making hour by hour.

Institutions can run Reverse Stress Testing (RST) much
faster than ever before. The ability to deploy superpower
processing means that the RST can be carried out more
often, optimizing the agility and resilience of the
institution as well as satisfying regulators.

Optimization is our superpower
Underpinning Fujitsu's Quantum-Inspired Optimization Services is
our Digital Annealer – the alternative digital platform to quantum
computing technology for taking combinatorial optimization
solutions to new ground. It bridges the gap to the quantum world
and sifts through a multitude of options so complex they are beyond
conventional computers – then finds an optimal solution for your
business to be best prepared to make the right decision. Benefits are:

Productivity gains:

Greater Efficiency:

Transformation:

with systems and processes
transformed to drive even higher
productivity by optimizing
processes, systems and assets

optimize your processes as
often as needed, meaning
you’re constantly running at
maximum efficiency

by reaching a new level
of business transformation in
your Digital Transformation
(DX) journey

Flexibility:

Trust:
that your business is running at
Always Optimal and there's no
more cost/outcome trade-offs,
with the benefit from more
accurately constrained models,
that are operating efficiently

Sustainability:

through the ability to become
Always Optimal from a range
of more dynamic processes,
operation or environments

by running at Always Optimal
your organization is
now more resourceful
and sustainable

Our Quantum-Inspired Optimization Services deliver
your Always Optimal world enabling you to:
Start quickly: our QuantumInspired Optimization Services,
powered by Digital Annealer
technology are already
helping businesses overcome
their combinatorial
optimization challenges

Identify addressable, valuable
digitally transformed outcomes:
you can analyze ROI within your
business context via our Proof of
Business Consultancy (PoB) or our
unique Human Centric Design
co-creation approach, supported by
functional or industry consultants
Control costs: PoBs control
initial costs whilst testing the
real business case (avoiding
unnecessary technical
developments). Flexible delivery
options provided on premise or
through the cloud ‘as a service’,
help control Capex/Opex
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Integrate: it all with your existing operations
so you can leverage real value, we integrate
Digital Annealer cloud services to legacy
infrastructure. Where it’s more appropriate,
QIOS are also available on-premises, with full
integration support and services

Overcome skills gaps:
QIOS are simple to implement
for organizations worried about a
lack of necessary skills internally.
They require standard
programming skills (like Python)
and, at the infrastructure level
Digital Annealer services are
integrated to deliver an
end-to-end solution which offers
platform consulting, integration,
training, and support services

The clock is ticking, the world is changing, it’s time to
be inspired and let lightning strike your business now
so you can enter a new world of Always Optimal.
Ensuring that your business is Always Optimal is critical in a rapidly
changing financial sector. Contact us now to find out how we can help
you achieve Always Optimal at AskFujitsuHQ@ts.fujitsu.com
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